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S R I  L A N K A :  C O L O U R S  &  F L A V O U R S  

W I T H  C H R I S  &  C A R O L Y N  C A L D I C O T T  

4  –  1 8  S E P T E M B E R  2 0 2 0  

C O N T A C T  Emily Pontifex – Escorted Tours Manager 

D I R E C T  L I N E  020 7386 4664 

T E L E P H O N E  020 7386 4620 

E M A I L  emily@theultimatetravelcompany.co.uk  

C H R I S  C A L D I C O T T  

 

 

 

 

Since travelling to some of the most remote parts of the world as 

Photographer-in-Residence to the Royal Geographical Society, Chris 

Caldicott has continued his globetrotting lifestyle as a freelance 

photographer, writer and lecturer specialising in food and travel. He has 

had several books published about food, travel and the spice trade and 

visited 118 countries on assignments to capture evocative images and 

write about memorable experiences for publications such as Vanity Fair, 

Condé Nast Traveller, The Sunday Times, Harpers Bazaar, Tatler, House 

and Garden and The Telegraph. Chris will offer an initial workshop at the 

beginning of the trip on how to take better travel photographs and get 

the best out of your camera covering exposure, focus and composition 

illustrated with examples of his own work. He will also be offering one to 

one tutorials on photography and individual cameras and curating 

opportunities to capture creative images of the journey.   
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C A R O L Y N  C A L D I C O T T  
 

 

Carolyn Caldicott owned and ran the World Food Café in London’s 

Covent Garden for 20 years. She now works as an author, cook and food 

writer and has with her husband Chris written 14 cookbooks about global 

cuisine, and been commissioned to write bespoke recipe books for 

private clients. Carolyn is also a contributing food and travel writer to 

Elle, Conde Nast Traveller, Harper’s Bazaar and The Guardian and has 

been featured in Ok Magazine, The Telegraph, Observer Food Monthly 

and Waitrose Magazine, cooked live on the Food Channel and been a 

guest on America’s Live Kitchen. Carolyn will give an introduction to the 

regional cuisine and the dishes you will enjoy on the journey and be on 

hand to explain the mysteries of the weird and wonderful ingredients you 

will see along the way. 

 

Q U A L I T Y  O F  S E R V I C E  

We like to think that our success has been built on a simple formula - to deliver a high standard of service 

before, during and after each holiday, a duty of care and commitment to you, and value for money. We aim 

to be totally flexible in our approach, as this allows us to create the holiday that you want and one that is 

easy and enjoyable to plan. 

However, if you feel that there are areas in which we could improve our service to you, please do not hesitate 

to contact either our Managing Director Nick Van Gruisen, or Executive Director Rowan Paterson, on 

020 7386 4646.  You can also email them: 

 

nick@theultimatetravelcompany.co.uk 

rowan@theultimatetravelcompany.co.uk 
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D E T A I L E D  I T I N E R A R Y  

Join us on this off the beaten track journey to the teardrop island of Sri Lanka and discover the rich culinary 

traditions, cultural diversity and atmospheric historic towns of this lush tropical island with a backdrop of 

extraordinarily beautiful landscapes of misty hills, verdant forests and palm fringed beaches. 

The journey begins in the dynamic Indian Ocean port of Colombo where we will stay in a charming colonial 

era villa and explore the thriving street markets, ancient Buddhist temples and the contemporary cool café 

and shopping scene. Traveling inland by rail, a feat of 19th century British imperial railway construction that 

offers a nostalgia packed train ride from the steamy jungles of the coast to the colonial era hill stations of 

tea country, we will explore the island’s interior staying in a boutique plantation house of a working tea 

estate. 

From an eco-jungle lodge in the wilderness of Gal Oya National Park we will walk with indigenous Vedda 

people to a forest waterfall for sundowners and take a boat safari in search of swimming elephants. Sitting 

in God’s Forest stylish Koslanda will be our base for forest treks to find wild coffee, pepper vines and 

cinnamon and culinary adventures into local cuisine between visiting the largest rock cut Buddha statues 

on the island and the dizzy heights and spectacular views of Lipton’s Seat. 

Back on the coast the Galle Fort is packed with remnants of a vibrant past that lured spice merchants from 

around the globe for centuries alongside chic café society in beautifully restored villas. Here we will savour 

the famed seafood and biriyani cuisine before ending the trip relaxing at the idyllic Kumu Beach. 

   
  Street Market, Colombo               Gallery Café Paradise Road 

DAY 1: FRIDAY, 4 SEPTEMBER  LONDON / COLOMBO  

Suggested flights (not included in the cost of the tour) Sri Lankan Airlines flight departing London Heathrow 

at 20.30 hrs.  
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DAY 2: SATURDAY, 5 SEPTEMBER  COLOMBO 

Arrive Colombo at 12.45 hrs. Transfer to Maniumpathy, a luxurious boutique hotel located in the heart of 

Colombo, where two nights are spent. Facilities include a pool, casual dining, fine dining and a personalised 

butler service. 

Light lunch by the pool at the hotel followed by an afternoon at leisure. Early evening visit to Gangaramaya 

Temple, an eclectic mix of Sri Lankan, Thai, Indian, and Chinese architecture, and a sunset stroll on Galle 

Face Green, a kilometre-long stretch of lawn and promenade dating from 1864. Sundowners at the colonial 

Galle Face Hotel. Stop off at the illuminated Malakaya Meditation Centre on way back. Jaffna dinner at the 

hotel. 

DAY 3: SUNDAY, 6 SEPTEMBER  COLOMBO 

Morning city tour of the old town including a private tour of the house of the late Sri Lankan architect 

Geoffrey Bawa and a walking tour of the Fort area and the famous Pettah open air bazaar and market. 

Lunch in Voc Café at the Dutch Burgher Union. In the afternoon visit the textile shop, ‘Barefoot’ which was 

started by the artist, writer and designer Barbara Sansoni 40 years ago. Also visit the famous Paradise Road 

and the Gallery Café, which used to be Geoffrey Bawa’s office. Dinner under own arrangements. 

DAY 4: MONDAY, 7 SEPTEMBER  COLOMBO / KANDY / MADULKELLE 

Take the Blue Train to Kandy and then drive to Madulkelle Tea & Eco Lodge where two nights are spent. 

Nestled on a picturesque tea plantation, on the Knuckles Mountain Range 1000 metres above sea level, the 

hotel has secluded lodges with comfortable amenities and magnificent views of mist covered mountains, 

lush green valleys and crystal-clear streams. 

Lunch under own arrangements at the hotel. Afternoon at leisure. Late afternoon walk through the forest 

and terraced paddy fields to Mini World's End Point and Hatale Waterfall. Dinner at the hotel. 

   
                       Tea Plantation 
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DAY 5: TUESDAY, 8 SEPTEMBER  MADULKELLE 

Morning tour of the Madulkelle tea plantation and factory, following the journey of the tea leaves from their 

the plucking by the female estate workers through to their sorting and processing to make of the famous 

Ceylon tea. 

Lunch at the hotel. Afternoon at leisure to enjoy the hotel’s pool and spa or walking trails. Dinner at the 

hotel. 

 DAY 6: WEDNESDAY, 9 SEPTEMBER  MADLUKELLE / GAL OYA 

Drive to Gal Oya Lodge in Gal Oya National Park where two nights are spent. The small wildlife lodge is 

constructed from natural materials that have all been locally sourced and is set against a backdrop of low-

lying mountains in 20 acres of private forest and close to the country’s largest lake. 

Lunch at the hotel. Late afternoon walk with a chief from the neighbouring Vedda tribe, one of the last 

remaining communities of the forest-dwelling, indigenous people of central Sri Lanka. He will explain his 

tribe’s use of medicinal plants, the location of their ancient hunting grounds and cave dwellings, as well as 

how hunter-gatherers sustained themselves in the ancient jungles of Gal Oya. This is followed by followed 

by sundowners and a swim at a waterfall. Dinner at the hotel. 

   
            

DAY 7: THURSDAY, 10 SEPTEMBER  GAL OYA 

Optional dawn walk with a resident naturalist, through the trees and around the lake enjoying the abundant 

birdlife such as kingfishers, eagles, kites and many aquatic birds. Return to the hotel for breakfast. Take a 

boat safari on the lake which is the best way to spot the wildlife. With a little luck you will see elephants 

swimming between islands or bathing at the lake’s edge.  

Lunch included in the safari. Afternoon to relax by the hotel’s pool. Dinner at the hotel. 
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DAY 8: FRIDAY, 11 SEPTEMBER  GAL OYA / KOSLANDA 

Drive to visit the magnificent Buduruwagala rock temple, a group of seven carvings on the site of an ancient 

Buddhist temple. The rock cut Buddhas are the largest standing Buddhas in Sri Lanka and date back to the 

9th and 10th centuries. Continue to Living Heritage Koslanda where three nights are spent. This unique 

boutique hotel is set in the heart of Sri Lanka’s hill country. surrounded by the magical forests on its own 

estate, with tea plantations beyond. Traditional architecture and design are fused modern facilities and the 

experienced chefs deliver mouth-watering Sri Lankan cuisine. 

Lunch under own arrangements at the hotel. Take a guided nature walk through the protected forest trails 

of the hotel’s estate along the Nahavila Oya River. See flora and fauna such as pepper vines and wild coffee 

bushes, jack fruit and kumbuk trees, giant squirrel, toque macaques, butterflies and birds. Swim and have 

tea at a stunning private waterfall. Return to the hotel for a cooking class learning to make string hopper, 

one of Sri Lanka’s favourite roadside snacks. Dinner at the hotel. 

   
              Nine Arch Bridge         Demodara 

DAY 9: SATURDAY, 12 SEPTEMBER  KOSLANDA 

This morning, take a scenic journey by train from Haputale to Demodara through fields of tea as far as the 

eye can see, passing the Nine Arch Bridge. Walking tour of the hill town of Demodara known for its spiral 

railway line, popularly known as the 'Demodara Loop'. The railway line passes under itself, going around the 

loop and emerging from a tunnel, which runs directly beneath the Demodara railway station. 

Lunch at a local restaurant. Drive back to Koslanda with stop at the Ella Gap with it stunning views. 

Remainder of the day at leisure to enjoy the hotel’s spectacular hilltop infinity pool. Dinner at the hotel. 

DAY 10: SUNDAY, 13 SEPTMEBER  KOSLANDA 

Morning tuk tuk ride up to Lipton's Seat for tea and wadai snacks. One of Sri Lanka's most impressive 

viewpoints, the Scottish tea baron Sir Thomas Lipton used to survey his land from here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spiral_(railway)
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Lunch under own arrangements. Afternoon walk to see the local villages and Buddhist sites or a spice 

plantation. Dinner at the hotel. 

DAY 11: MONDAY, 14 SEPTEMBER  KOSLANDA / GALLE 

Drive to Galle and check in at the Fort Bazaar in Galle Fort. Set amidst ageing coral walls on historic Church 

Street, this stunning hotel is fresh and contemporary and its chic, understated interiors feel distinctly 

Moroccan, as does its fabulous cuisine, both of which richly reflect the fort’s Moorish history. Facilities 

include a spa. 

Lunch under own arrangements on arrival or en route. Walking tour with Chris and Carolyn of Galle Fort 

which covers some 90 acres and was originally built by the Portuguese, though later extended by the Dutch 

in 1663. Dinner at The Bungalow. 

DAY 12: TUESDAY, 15 SEPTEMBER  GALLE 

Optional dawn photo safari around the fort and fish market. Return to the hotel for breakfast. Visit the 

colourful vegetable market. 

Lunch under own arrangements. Afternoon at leisure. Biriyani dinner at Sha's Kitchen in a local house with 

Mrs Shahira Mahuroof. 

   
   Galle       

DAY 13: WEDNESDAY, 16 SEPTEMBER GALLE / BALAPITIYA 

Optional dawn photo safari. Return to the hotel for breakfast. Late morning drive to Balapitiya. Stop en route 

to visit the fishing port and market at Ambalongoda, famous for its devil masks. Travel by tuk tuk to visit 
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Galagoda Shailatharama Temple which houses the longest Reclining Buddha in South East Asia. Check in 

at Kumu Beach hotel in Balapitiya where two nights are spent. The contemporary boutique beach hotel has 

chic living and dining areas basking in the open air, a generous lawn with infinity swimming pool and a spa. 

Balapitiya's powder-soft beach is footsteps away. 

Lunch under own arrangements. Afternoon at leisure. Dinner at the hotel. 

DAY 14: THURSDAY, 17 SEPTMEBER  BALAPITIYA 

Morning boat trip on the Maduganga Estuary, an area of wildlife filled wetlands, edged by mangrove forests, 

to a cinnamon plantation or to Kothduwa Island. Here visit the serene Koth Duwa Raja Maha Temple which 

is believed to have once sheltered the sacred relic of the tooth of Buddha.  

Lunch at the hotel. Remainder of the afternoon at leisure. Dinner at the hotel. 

   
     Kumu Beach            Reclining Buddha 

DAY 15: FRIDAY, 18 SEPTEMBER  BALAPITIYA / COLOMBO / LONDON 

Morning at leisure. Transfer to Colombo International Airport.  

Lunch under own arrangements. Suggested flight (not included in the cost of the tour Sri Lankan Airlines 

flight UL 503 departing Colombo at 13.05 hrs arriving London Heathrow at 19.00 hrs. 

N.B. Please note that this trip does involve a substantial amount of walking and a certain level of fitness is 

required. 
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T O U R  P R I C E  

C O S T  £ 4 , 8 9 5  P E R  P E R S O N  

Single Supplement £1,295 per person 

Please note we have not included the cost of the flights in the tour price. Please contact us for prices should 

you wish to book them through us. 

Visa fees Currently USD 35 per person (subject to change) 

Hotel Supplements: 

Master Suite Maniumpathy (1 available)  £120 per person on a shared basis 

Pavilion Living Heritage Koslanda (3 available)  £260 per person on a shared basis 

Oceanview Suite Kumu Beach (4 available)  £50 per person on a shared basis 

 

P R I C E  I N C L U D E S  

• accommodation throughout as shown in the itinerary 

• breakfast daily; 7 lunches; 12 dinners 

• mineral water at meals included in the itinerary 

• all entrance fees, visits and excursions 

• transportation as per the itinerary 

• gratuities in restaurants for included meals 

• gratuities to guide/s; gratuities to driver/s 

• porterage 

• local English-speaking guide/s 

• the services of your tour leaders throughout 

P R I C E  E X C L U D E S  

• international flights 

• visa fees 

• alcoholic drinks at meals 

• travel insurance 

• items of personal expenditure (e.g. telephone calls / laundry etc.)  

• government levies or taxes introduced after costing and publication of this programme on 15/11/19 
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A I R L I N E  T I C K E T S  

As a tour operator we have access to special airfares. While these offer good value, they do carry certain 

restrictions applied by the airline. Please ask us for details. 

Note:  If you are thinking about using air miles to upgrade to a premium cabin on the flights, please check 

with us first as fare restrictions might not permit this. 

A I R L I N E  S E A T I N G  

The rules governing the pre-booking of seats vary from airline to airline. Some allow us to pre-book seats 

immediately and without charge, some only once the tickets are issued but with charge, and others only 

when you check in either on line or at the airport. 

We will clarify the rules for your specific carrier(s) with our confirmation documents. In the event that seating 

cannot be arranged until tickets are issued (normally six weeks prior to departure) and you prefer not to 

wait, we can issue your tickets earlier provided you are happy to pay in advance for the flight costs in addition 

to the required deposit for the holiday. 

However, please be mindful that the majority of our discounted fare tickets, once issued, are non-refundable 

and will attract fees should you wish to make any date changes. Nor will you be allowed to change the actual 

flight routing. 

P E A C E  O F  M I N D  

You will probably be aware of the difficulties many travellers faced with obtaining refunds when their 

holidays were disrupted or cancelled as a result of such events as ash cloud, strike, snow and political 

unrest. By booking both your flights and land arrangements with us, not only are you guaranteed the peace 

of mind that comes with full financial protection but also all the round the clock assistance we are able to 

offer, should the need arise. 

C H A N G E S  T O  T H E  I T I N E R A R Y  

Please note, that certain elements of this itinerary, and/or the order of events, may well be subject to 

alteration due to circumstances beyond our control 

F I T N E S S  T O  T R A V E L  

Whilst we do not impose any age limitations on joining a tour, participants must be reasonably fit. The very 

nature of the sightseeing involved in our tours (and the difficulties of direct access by coach in various 

places) means that a considerable amount of walking and standing is unavoidable on almost all tours. We 

regret that our tours are not suitable for people who have difficulty in walking, may require wheelchair 

assistance at any time, or are unable to keep pace with the group. If you are in any doubt as to the suitability 

of a tour, please make this known to us before you book and we will advise you accordingly. The Ultimate 

Travel Company reserves the right to decline a reservation without necessarily giving a reason. Your tour 

leader may also refuse to take participants on particular excursions if they feel that the rest of the group will 

be held up. 
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A C C O M M O D A T I O N  

Hotels are chosen on the basis of category, character and location. The majority will be at least 4 star, 

otherwise the best available. The projected size of the group will often rule out the use of luxury boutique 

hotels. Sometimes the style of hotel will mean that not all rooms are of the same size or have the same 

outlook.  

H E A L T H  R E Q U I R E M E N T S  

As we are not medical experts we advise that you contact your doctor or local health authority for up-to-date 

medical advice. 

We would advise that all your routine vaccinations are up-to date prior to travel. No special precautions are 

required for travel to Sri Lanka, and no inoculations are compulsory, although a Yellow Fever certificate is 

required if you have travelled within an infected area recently.   

A number of inoculations are ‘recommended’ in certain circumstances – hepatitis A and B, polio, tetanus, 

typhoid, diphtheria & TB and Japanese B encephalitis.   

P A S S P O R T  A N D  V I S A  I N F O R M A T I O N  

Passengers should hold a full passport, which should have at least six months validity after the date of your 

return.  British nationals need a visa to enter Sri Lanka. You can get a short stay visa through an online visa 

application process with the Electronic Travel Authority (ETA).  

F C O  A D V I C E  

We recommend that you periodically review the travel advice issued by the Foreign & Commonwealth Office, 

which relates to all aspects of your destination, at www.gov.uk/knowbeforeyougo. 

D R I V I N G  D I S T A N C E S   

Whilst travelling in Sri Lanka there will be some long drives included in your itinerary as you will see from 

the map (3 – 6 hours with stops). There is some beautiful scenery that you will see whilst travelling through 

the Sri Lankan countryside and much of the road network is good, however the roads can be congested with 

tuk tuks and other vehicles. If you would like approximate distances of travel please ask your travel 

consultant for further details.  

 

  

http://www.gov.uk/knowbeforeyougo
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W H Y  C H O O S E  U S ?  

We have been organising bespoke, tailor-made holidays and escorted group tours around the world since 

the early 1990s. The opportunity that we identified then was for a travel company with the knowledge and 

enthusiasm of a smaller specialist, but with the range and buying power of a much larger organisation, and 

we like to think that we have maintained this balance over the years. 

More importantly, we try to be an easy and friendly company to deal with, and because most of us have had 

the good fortune to work abroad, we are able to approach travel in a sensitive and intelligent way. 

W H A T  W E  O F F E R ?  

First-hand knowledge and personal service is at the core of what we offer. Our consultants travel to all the 

destinations that we feature on a very regular basis, so that the advice you receive is accurate and up-to-

date. They will also look after you from the outset and assume full responsibility for ensuring that your travel 

plans are designed and delivered as requested. 

Planning a holiday should be an enjoyable and effortless experience, and we will do all that we can to ensure 

that this is the case. 

O U R  R E P U T A T I O N  

We have grown largely through personal recommendation and repeat business, and so we treat our 

reputation with care. The directors and owners of the company, led by Nick Van Gruisen, are very much 

‘hands on’ so immediate decisions can be taken to ensure the standard of service that our clients have come 

to expect is maintained. 

L O C A L  R E P R E S E N T A T I O N  

Equally crucial is the quality of our local associates and suppliers. It is they who look after you on holiday 

and it is their guides, vehicles and general support service that will determine your enjoyment of it. We 

therefore take great care to ensure that our ground handlers have the requisite expertise, efficiency and 

creativity, and also the ability to deal sensitively and swiftly with any situation that might arise. The fact that 

we have worked together for many years and know each other well is a further bonus. 

R E S P O N S I B L E  T R A V E L  

As a company with a passion for travel, we understand the vital support that tourism can provide to 

communities and fragile habitats throughout the world. At the same time, we are aware that tourism can 

have a negative impact and are committed to doing what we can to minimise this risk. 
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In 2007, an independent body completed an Environmental Audit on all aspects of The Ultimate Travel 

Company. This covered not only our own practices but those of our worldwide suppliers, thereby ensuring 

that we all met the necessary environmental and employment criteria. 

The audit also measured the carbon footprint produced by our London office and by our international travel, 

and we now offset this with an annual donation to Social Change and Development, a small but dynamic 

tree planting initiative in India. 

Further initiatives include a ‘charity donation’ scheme, whereby we ask clients for a voluntary contribution 

of £10 which we then match. As a result of this initiative, a handful of small overseas charities, and the 

healthcare, environmental and educational projects that they run, now share an annual donation of more 

than $100,000. 

If you want further details of these initiatives, please ring Nick Van Gruisen on 02073864646. 

E X T R A  V A L U E  

It can be difficult at times to recognise the extra value promised by travel companies. Generally speaking, 

we all offer the same flight, the same hotel, the same excursion, the same sunset, and at similar price indeed 

in many ways, the same holiday experience! 

Here, at The Ultimate Travel Company, we strive to go further. While we believe that the diversity of 

destination, intimate product knowledge and personal service we offer already sets us apart, we supply all 

our clients with detailed information on all aspects of their forthcoming journey, a 10% discount voucher at 

Daunt Books (described by The Daily Telegraph as ‘the most beautiful bookshop in London – designed for 

travellers who like reading’) and a welcome home ‘surprise’. 

Honeymooners can also look forward to a wedding gift on arrival at their chosen destination.  

Moreover, we continually monitor your movements while you are away so that we can offer any assistance 

that might be required, effectively and without delay. And if genuine problems do arise as a result of any 

error on our part (few as these may be!), we will not shy away from our own responsibilities and our 

commitment to you. 


